Carriers & Cargo Hauling Accessories - Tie Downs & Restraints - Bed Extender

Part Number  82214148

Bed Extender attaches to the rear of the bed and pivots in and out for added storage and convenience. Flipped inward, it’s a convenient divider to keep cargo from sliding to the front of the bed. Flipped outward, it extends the truck bed area of the tailgate, increasing the overall capacity of the bed. The Bed Extender also features two molded in grocery bag hooks/hangers.

New Design Bed Extender extends the bed with tailgate down. Three V-Shaped Black Painted Aluminum Extrusions with Plastic Uprights meet MS-DB-41 and weatherability requirements. Chamfered corners increase tail light visibility. Straps engage to tailgate latches to secure system

Install Time: 0.5 hrs.
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